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This thesis will estimate the size of Brazilian Agricultural Financial Market for Operating 
Loans for the nine major crops in Brazil in the season 2018/2019. The study will determine the 
size of the total operating cost market, determine the size of the Rural-Credit versus Non-Credit 
funds, and divide it out by the financial intermediation institution. Our results indicate banks and 
cooperative banks lost market share in the last years, financing less than 50% of operating loans 
in the 2018/2019 season. Input suppliers have become relevant players, financing 17.17%. 
Agrochemical companies presented a market share of 13.7% while trading companies had a 
share of 10%; the smaller one is expected since they most work with grain and cotton. The last 
13.9% if the total operating cost is financed by the farmer equity. These results can imply 
farmers are highly financed by third party institutions, which makes their business dependent on 
this financial chain. This knowledge becomes important to the policies markers and government 
prepare actions to protect and mitigate the related risks, and players to build better strategies and 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Brazilian agriculture has developed one of the most competitive global commodities 
production systems, which requires a great amount of capital. Financing in Brazil continues to 
develop and increase so it may follow this agriculture market growth. Facing this scenario, this 
objective of this thesis is to estimate the size of the Brazilian Agricultural Financial Market for 
Operating Loans for the nine major crops in Brazil in the 2018/2019 season. The financial 
agricultural credit market for operating loans in Brazil can be characterized by the amount and 
the flow of capital (money) from fund sources to the final borrower, who uses it to finance 
agricultural production. This capital can be found in two main sources: farmer’s own capital and 
debt financing.  
This analysis is important because Brazil has developed this unique chain where non-
banks institutions started to lend directly to farmers. This happened because Brazilian banks, 
who were working as the intermediate financial institutions, did not follow the same growth pace 
of agriculture, forcing farmers to find other financial alternatives. Input suppliers/cooperatives 
and agrochemical companies started to sell their input product in a long-term payment maturity, 
allowing for farmers only to pay it at the end of the season. Trading companies also started to 
buy the crops and pay in advance to only receive the products at the end of the season. Non-
government banks started to increase the amount of capital lent of “Non-Rural Credit” funds. 
However, there is no data available to analyze the market share for each one of those 
non-traditional financial institutions. The first reason is that types of loans provided by the non-
traditional financial institutions that use “Non-rural credit” funding as source of money are not 
obligated to be registered in anywhere, which complicate the inventory, analysis, and 
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management. On the other hand, the types of loans provided by the financial institutions that use 
“Rural Credit” funding as source of money must be registered at Brazilian Central Bank. 
Consequently, the related loan data can be easily found in open sources, such as the Brazilian 
Central Bank website.  
Therefore, due to this unique financial market chain and the non-register obligations for 
agriculture loans by all intermediate financial institutions like the Brazilian Central Bank, there is 
uncertainty about the total financial volume destined to operating loans for farmers in Brazil. 
This can bring limitations to public policy makers and financial agents in agriculture. 
Facing this challenge, this thesis is going to dimension and segment the Brazilian 
Agriculture Financial Market for operating loans in order to enhance transparency and efficiency 
to public and private agents’ policies while also stimulate future dimensions and segmentation. 
1.1 GOAL AND OBJECTIVES 
The main goal is to determine the size of credit for the major nine commodities in Brazil 
for the 2018/2019 season. The objectives will determine the size of total operating cost market, 
the Rural-Credit versus Non-Credit funds and divide it out by the financial intermediation 
institution. 
The methodology and metrics used will multiply the operating cost per acre of each crop 
by the number of acres planted this season. Then, the share of debt financed by each major 
institution will be computed by collecting companies credit data, accessing companies’ financial 
reports, and making surveys with the most important players.  
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Therefore, this thesis will segment and calculate the size of the financial agriculture 
market of operating loans for the nine major crops in Brazil by intermediate financial institutions 
in the 2018/2019 season.  
Chapter 2 will provide an overview of the Brazilian Financial Market by characterizing each 
segment, explain the process of lending capital, and identify the main responsibility of this chain. 
Chapter 3 will review the current literature about this market. Different than the traditional flow, 
chapter 4 will show the results of the size of operating costs for the nine major crops and what is 
the share lent by each financial institution. Then, chapter 5 will explain the methodology used to 
collect and calculate the results. The last chapter will discuss the results by resuming the 







CHAPTER 2: DESCRIPTION OF BRAZILIAN AGRICULTURE 
FINANCIAL MARKET FOR OPERATING LOANS 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the unique chain for operating loans for the Brazilian agriculture 
credit market. In order to segment and analyze the size of the chain and market of operating 
loans, we have split the chain into four segments. Figure 2.1 illustrates the blocks from left to 
right:  Funding source, financial intermediation, loan purpose, and farmer’s total operating costs. 
Figure 2.1 Diagram of Brazilian Credit Market Segmentation 
 
              Funding Sources     Financial Intermediation             Loan Purposes  











Funding sources include Rural Credit and Non-Rural Credit. Financial intermediate 
blocks include intermediary institutions, who lend funds directly to farmers. These are 
banks/cooperative banks, input suppliers/cooperatives, multinational agrochemical companies, 
and trading companies. Figure 2.1 illustrates in the third column the 4 different purposes of a 
loan: investments, commercialization, processing, and operating costs that are provided to 
farmers. The fourth block lists the final borrowers, which are farmers who produce soybean, 
corn, cotton, rice, wheat, coffee, orange, and beans.  
This figure emphasizes that this thesis is going to cover only operating loans and 
illustrate that only part of the total operating costs is financed, while the other part is covered by 
the farmer’s own cash. The remainder of this chapter will describe each block in Figure 2.1. 
2.1 FUNDING SOURCES 
Until 1960, Brazil had rudimentary agriculture with very limited technology; only 2% of 
farms had machinery. This inefficient agricultural system caused Brazil to experience food 
scarcity, since it was also a period when strong industrialization, urban and city growth, 
population growth, and increased income were taking place (Embrapa, 2018). Therefore, the 
government established policies to encourage technology adoption and public investments, 
increase yield production, support research institutions, and promote credit abundance (Embrapa, 
2018). Brazilian agriculture started to experience an intense process of modernization and 
growth production, which continues to this day. According to Pintor (2014), the Brazilian 
agriculture market is linked to Brazilian credit supply growth, since credit is essential in order to 
create purchase powering, allowing for economic development. An increase of 1% of rural credit 
results in a 0.094% increase of gross value added to Brazilian agribusiness. Therefore, credit for 
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farmers is one of the most determinant inputs that affected the modernization and dynamic of 
Brazilian agribusiness. (Pintor, 2014) 
Agriculture is a cash intensive business. This occurs because layouts of cash occur to pay 
costs and expenses at the beginning of the season, and it keeps happening during the entire 
season to pay for fuel, labor, and general farm expenses. Then, cash inflows start at the end of 
the season when the farm sells and delivers its products, meaning that agriculture demands a high 
volume of working capital to finance the crop.   
Moreover, agriculture is a capital-intensive business with high fixed assets such as land, 
machinery, and storage infrastructure. All those factors result in a higher demand for loans as 
well. 
 In order to address the modernization of this cash intensive business, the government 
created the “Sistema Nacional de Crédito Rural (SNCR)” or Rural Credit National System in 
December of 1964, law n. 4.829. (Brazilian Central Bank, n.d.). The goals of the Brazilian 
agriculture sector are: 1) to finance operating and commercialization costs; 2) to promote capital 
formation; 3) to encourage and accelerate modern technology adoption and dissemination; 4) to 
enhance the economic position of small and medium farmers; and 5) to compensate very small 
and poor farmers with subsidy credit. (Araújo, 2011). According to Coelho (2001), the 
agriculture credit market in Brazil was consolidated because the official government budget now  
was as an official source for the credit for farmers after SNCR establishment. Moreover, it also 
allowed for other alternative sources, such as saving accounts and banks inhouse resources, to 
increase diversification of credit for farmers funding sources.  
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This system specified rules and requirements, splitting the types of funding for farmers in 
two. “Rural Credit” is defined as all types of funds that satisfy all those SNCR rules and 
regulations. Therefore, all the other types of fund that do not satisfy SNCR rules are called "Non-
Rural Credit”. 
2.1.1 Rural Credit 
 According to guidelines set by the Brazilian Central Bank, institutions wishing to belong 
to the Rural Credit system must provide credit by using the funding sources that satisfy all 
guidelines and requirements laid down in the "Manual de Crédito Rural (MRC)", i.e. the Rural 
Credit Manual. This is an official document that defines the types and rules of the Rural Credit 
funds sources and can be found at Brazilian Central Bank website (MCR, n.d)  
Every year, the government publishes the “Plano Safra”, or Season Plan, which is another 
document that announces the forecasted amounts of money of the current year for Rural Credit 
funding sources. The season plan also describes specific criteria for the loans that will use Rural 
Credit as a source, as the requirements that farmer or agriculture cooperatives have to be eligible 
for them, their interest rate, and other conditions. To better explain the Season Plan, this paper 
will explain first where the funding comes from (2.1.1 Rural Credit), who are the intermediate 
financial institutions lending this money directly to the farmers and agriculture cooperatives (2.2. 




Figure 2.2 - Funding Sources Classification 
 
Source: Rural Credit Manual, Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author. 
Rural Credit funding sources can be classified as government controlled and non-
government controlled (see Figure 2.2). Government controlled sources mean the government 
controls the interest rate, term, and collateral type for those loans. These fund sources include 
controlled rural savings, compulsory resources, BNDES/FINAME funds, constitutional funds, 
the Coffee Economy Defense Fund (Funcafé), national treasury, and others. The non-government 
controlled sources have a non-regulated interest rate, term, and collateral, which are agreed upon 
between the lender and the farmer. These funds are LCA (i.e. free interest and facilitated 
interest), unrestricted funds, non-controlled rural savings, and other non-controlled. Each of 
these sources is describe below. 
Government Controlled 
a. Controlled Rural Savings 
The government created the rural savings account in 1986, in order to raise funds for 
agriculture. The SNCR indicates which bank or cooperative bank is eligible to receive these 
deposits and 60% of the average value received must be lent as Rural Credit for farmers, every 
year. (MCR, n.d) 
Government Controlled Non Government Controlled
Controlled Rural Savings LCA Free Interest
Compulsory Resourses LCA Facilitated Interest
Constitucional Funds Unrestricted Funds
- FCO Non Controlled Rural Savings









b. Compulsory Resources 
The government established compulsory resources in 1965. These resources apply to 
banks and cooperative banks which capture cash deposits from costumer savings accounts. To 
qualify, bank employees must loan 30% of the average amount deposited as Rural Credit loans 
for farmers. (MCR, n.d) 
c. Constitutional Funds 
In 1989, the government created the financial constitutional funds in order to develop the 
North, Central-West, and North-West regions of Brazil. They are the financial constitutional 
funds of North (FNO), financial constitutional funds of Central-West (FCO), and financial 
constitutional funds of North-West (FNE). Those 3 funds are constituted by 3% of tax collection 
of Brazilian Income Tax (IR) and Brazilian Tax on Industrial Products (IPI), where FNO has 
0.6%, FCO has 0.6% and FNE has 1.8%. (MDR, n.d.) 
d. BNDES/FINAME Funds 
The Brazilian Economic Development and Social Bank (BNDES) is a government 
agency established in 1952, converted into a state-owned company in 1971, with the aim of 
developing and carrying out national economic development policies. In the beginning, BNDES 
invested heavily in Brazilian infrastructure, and in the 1960s started also to foment the livestock 
and the agriculture sectors. Its funding comes from government funds, the national treasury, 
bond emissions, other obligations such as debenture and financial bills, and equity. For the 
agriculture sector, BNDES can lend straight to the farmers (as an intermediary) or serve as funds 
for banks to work as the financial intermediate. BNDES funding has as main purpose loans for 
investments in fixed assets, such as machinery, equipment, and infrastructures. (BNDES, n.d) 
e. Funcafé 
The “Fundo de Defesa da Economia Cafeicultura” or Coffee Economy Defense Fund 
was created in 1986, with the aim to finance, promote modernization, incentivize the coffee 
productivity from the industry to the exportation, stimulate research, and to enhance internal and 
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external coffee markets. The fund sources come from coffee exportation taxes, donations, and 
financial investments.  
f. National Treasury 
The government provides funds from the Brazilian National Treasury, for some specific 
programs established in the Season Plan each year. 
g. Others Controlled 
The other controlled fund includes“Fundo de Terras e da Reforma Agrária '' or Land 
Reform Fund was established in 1998 in order to finance the land purchase and infrastructure 
investments for farmers included in the land reform programs. The fund source could come from 
saving account fraction, government sources, donations, and others. 
Non - government controlled 
a. LCA Free Interest and Facilitated Interest 
The “Letra de Crédito do Agronegócio ''  (LCA) or Agriculture Letter of Credit are 
bonds traded by banks by selling the receivables of credit lent to farmers in the AG loan portfolio 
of the bank. The banks who have those bonds must lend around 35% of the average amount of 
bonds emitted, which can vary according to the bank size. (MDR, n.d.). The rule also defines that 
14% could be lent in a free interest rate and the last 21% should be lent in a facilitated rate, that 
is established every year at the Season Plan.  
b. Unrestricted Funds 
In 1992, SNCR allowed for its members to apply their own cash or captured sources and 
lend it as Rural Credit loans. The credit conditions are freely established between the financial 
intermediates and the farmers, but they must be authorized to provide Rural Credit by the system 
and follow some requirements, such as socio-environmental regulation, accountancy rules, and 
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the guarantee that the farmer uses the loan for rural purposes (i.e. operating costs, 
commercialization or farm investments). 
c. Others Non-Controlled  
 All other external funding raised that was lent according to SNRC rules, could be 
considered other sources non controlled. 
2.1.2 Non - Rural Credit 
All the other sources funds that do not match the SNRC rules and requirements but are 
still lent to farmers will be considered Non-Rural Credit in this thesis. Some examples could be 
banks inhouse cash, other types of deposits, bonds, or savings accounts. If the intermediate 
financial institutions are the input suppliers/agriculture cooperatives, agrochemical companies, or 
trading companies, their funding sources could be the banks itself, foreign investors, family 
offices, institutional investors, and others. None of those funding sources are controlled by the 
government. 
2.2 FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION INSTITUTIONS 
The intermediate financial institutions are responsible for lending money directly to the 
farmers and they are banks/cooperative banks, input suppliers/cooperatives, agrochemical 




Figure 2.3 Diagram of Brazilian Agriculture Credit Market for Operating Loans 
Funding Sources      Financial Intermediation              Farmers 
 
Legend for arrows: 
Green →: money transactions 
Orange →: crops transactions 
Blue →: input transactions  
The first column, funding sources, shows 2 types of funding: the rural credit and non-
rural credit. The “Rural Credit” funding are the funds sources used to finance farmers, which fill 
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all the rules and requirements of the system “Sistema Nacional de Crédito Rural (SNCR)” or 
Rural Credit National System, created in December of 1964, law n. 4.829. (Brazilian Central 
Bank, n.d.). All the other funds still used to finance farmers, which do not match SNCR 
requirements will be defined in this thesis as “Non-Rural Credit”. 
The second column, financial intermediation is defined by the different categories of 
financial intermediaries, which are the institutions responsible for lending money directly to the 
farmers. The Brazilian financial market has developed a unique chain in response to agricultural 
modernization process and capital-intensive requirements. Banks represent one kind of player 
that work as financial intermediates, but there are also input suppliers/cooperatives, 
agrochemical companies, and trading companies. Finally, the third column, farmers, illustrates 
the borrower in the financial chain: the farmers in Brazil.  
The arrows demonstrate the players relations in this chain, where the green arrow indicate 
the flow of money, the blues arrow indicate the flow of inputs necessary for farming and the 
orange ones indicate the flow of the crops its selves. 
2.2.1 Banks and Cooperative Banks 
Banks and Cooperative Banks are traditional intermediate financial institutions. Brazilian 
Central Bank classifies these institutions as government banks, non-government banks, 
cooperative banks, development banks – government, credit partnership, and financial and 





Figure 2.4 – Larger Brazilian Banks, by Categories 
Source: Rural Credit Manual, Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author. 
The largest government banks that use amounts of Rural Credit funds as a parameter for 
finance agriculture in Brazil are Banco do Brasil, Caixa Econômica, Banco da Amazônia, and 
Banco do Nordeste. The non-government banks which have a strong position in agriculture are 
Bradesco, Santander, Rabobank, Itaú, John Deere, and Safra; the 2 largest cooperatives banks are 
Sicredi and Sicoob.  
Banks and cooperative banks lend money in the traditional way. The farmer requests a 
loan, the bank performs a risk assessment, collects the documents for collateral, approves the 
credit, and finally releases the money. Typically, the farmer pays in installments. Figure 2.5 
illustrates the financial processes showing that there is only flow of cash between the 
banks/cooperative banks and the farmers. 
  
Government Banks Non-Government Banks Cooperatives Banks
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Figure 2.5 Bank and Cooperative Banks Financial Flow 
 
Legend for arrows: 
Green: money transactions 
Banks and cooperatives banks can use both Rural and Non-Rural types of funding 
sources. If they belong to SNCR, they can provide Rural Credit, but they are also allowed to lend 
money as Non-rural Credit.  In these cases, the funding type will depend on whether the loan 
characteristics fill the MCR rules and requirements. On the other hand, the banks or cooperative 
banks that do not belong to or are not an associate SNRC agency, will only use Non-rural Credit 
as source funding.  
2.2.2  Inputs suppliers and Cooperatives  
Input suppliers are companies that buy the inputs as fertilizer, chemicals, and seeds from 
manufactures/producers’ companies and resell them directly to the farmers. According to 
“Associação dos Distribuidores de Insumos Agropecuários” (ANDAV) or Input Association of 
Farm Inputs Distributors, there was 5,839 input suppliers in Brazil in 2019. They are 
geographically spread and can have different sizes. (ANDAV, n.d).  
The agricultural cooperatives are organizations, most of the time created by a group of 
farmers, to better assist the farmers, which provide easier access to the consumer market, better 
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negotiation conditions on inputs purchases, and crops sales. According to the “Organização das 
Cooperativas Brasileiras” (OCB) or Cooperative Brazilian Organization, in 2019, there was 
1,613 agriculture cooperatives geographically spread out in Brazil in 2019. (OCB, n.d) 
There are three different models of input purchase in these suppliers: 1. Cash payment, 2. 
Long-term payment, and 3. Barter. Under cash payments, the farmer buys the input and pays in a 
maximum term of 30 days, and there is no credit process involved.  Under long-term payments, 
the farmer buys the input but does not have available cash to pay it or decide not to, so the 
suppliers provide loans which usually range from 30 to 360 days. The input supplier risk-
assesses the farmer, approves the credit, and sells the product with a higher price along with an 
intrinsic interest rate. The farmers pay the inputs with cash, usually in the end of the season, 
when the crop revenues start to get into their cash flow. This second model is considered an 
operating loan, provided by suppliers to farmers. Third, barter is similar to the long-term 
payment, but differs by its payment method. The farmer buys the input and does not have cash to 
pay for it or decide not to. The supplier provides a loan usually ranging from 30 to 360 days. The 
input supplier risk-assesses the farmer, approves the credit, and sells the product with a higher 
price along with an intrinsic interest rate. But, instead of settling the price in cash, the input 
supplier converts the amount to be paid in quantity of grains or cotton. Then, the farmer pays the 
inputs delivering the amount of crop in the end of the season, when they start to harvest it. In 
other words, the farmer purchases inputs in exchange of a fixed amount of product delivered at 
harvest, at a fixed price. This model only happens for grains and cotton crops; sometimes there is 
a trading company working as a partner of the input supplier, being in charge of buying the 
crops. Therefore, for this model Barter, there is no money transaction, but it is still a long-term 
purchase, and this thesis is also considering this purchase model as operating loans.  
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Figure 2.6 Inputs suppliers - Retailers/Dealers and Cooperatives Financial Flow 
 
Legend for arrows: 
Green: money transactions 
Orange: crops transactions 
Blue: input transactions  
Figure 2.6 illustrates the financial process, showing that flow of inputs from input 
suppliers and agriculture cooperatives to farmers, and the flow of money or crops as payment, 
from farmers to them. 
2.2.3  Agrochemical Companies 
 The third type of intermediate financial lender includes large multinational agrochemical 
companies, which produce and/or sell the inputs as fertilizer, chemicals, and seeds. The largest 
companies in Brazil are Bayer, Syngenta, Corteva, BASF, and UPL (Gottems, 2018). Due to 
their large size, these companies keep part of the sales rather than directly sell to larger farmers 
(business to consumer model), but they also sell it to input supplier and dealers (business to 
business), who re-sell it to their customers.  
The input purchase models between these companies and farmers are the same as the 
input suppliers: 1. Cash payments, 2. Long term payment, 3. Barters. Under the cash payment 
model, farmers buy the input and pay with a cash payment; there is no credit process involved. 
Under the long-term payment, the farmer buys the input but does not have available cash to pay 
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it, so the company sells it in a under typical length from 30 to 540 days. The company risk-
assesses the farmer, approves the credit, and sells the product with a higher price, including an 
intrinsic interest rate. The farmers pay the inputs with cash, usually at the end of the season, 
when the crop revenues start to get into their cash flow. Third, barter is similar to the long-term 
payments, but differs its payment method. The farmer buys the input and does not have cash to 
pay for it or decides not to. The agrochemical company provides a loan typically ranging from 
30 to 360 days. The company risk-assesses the farmer, approves the credit, and sells the product 
with a higher price, including an intrinsic interest rate. But, instead of settling the price in cash, 
the input supplier converts the amount to be paid in quantity of grains or cotton. Then, the farmer 
pays the inputs by delivering the amount of crop in the end of the season, when they start to 
harvest it. In order words, the farmer buys the products and also sells the crops in advance in a 
defined price. This model only happens for grains and cotton crops, and sometimes there is a 
trading company working as a partner of the input supplier by being in charge of buying the 
crops. Therefore, for this Barter model, there is no money transaction; however, it is still a long-
term purchase, and this thesis also considers this purchase model as operating loans. The second 
and third model will be considered as an operating loan provided by multinational agrochemical 
companies to farmers in this thesis. 
Figure 2.7 illustrates the financial process by showing the flow of inputs from input 
agrochemical companies to farmers along with the flow of money or crops as payment from 





Figure 2.7 Agrochemical Companies Financial Flow 
 
 
Legend for arrows: 
Green: money transactions 
Orange: crops transactions 
Blue: input transactions  
 
2.2.4 Grain Trading Companies 
Grain Trading Companies represent the group of companies responsible for buying, 
processing, and exporting the crops and its sub products. The largest trading companies across 
Brazil are ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfrus, and Amaggi; they have business through the 
entire country. 
There are three models for farmer to sell their crops: spot sales, regular sales, pre-
payment sales. Under spot sales, the farmer has harvested the crop already, so he negotiates the 
price at the time he is ready to deliver to product. He sells and delivers the product and receives 
the payment shortly after from the trading company. Through regular sale, the farmer negotiates 
and closes the deal about the prices and the number of crop units to be sold during crop care 
period, but only delivers the products and receives the payment at the end of the season after 
harvesting. Under the pre-payment sale, the farmer receives a payment in advance after 
negotiating the prices and the number of crop units to be sold in the beginning or during the 
season months, but only delivers the crop after harvesting it. The model was called “soja verde” 
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or green soybean, when the trading company pays a lower price for the crop in order to charge 
the advance payment for the farmer (Prince, 2012) This third model, pre-payment sale, will be 
considered an operating loan provided by trading companies to farmers in this thesis. 
Figure 2.8 illustrates the financial credit process by showing the flow of money from 
trading companies to farmers in the beginning of the season and the flow of crops from farmers 
to trading companies in the end of the season. 
Figure 2.8 Trading Companies Financial Flow 
 
Legend for arrows: 
Green: money transactions 
Orange: crops transactions 
 
2.3 LOAN PURSPOSE 
The third column of figure 2.1 shows the 4 different purposes of the loans for farmers: 
operating, investments, commercialization, and processing. Operating loans are used to finance 
inputs such as fertilizer, chemicals, seeds, or operational expenses, such as fuel, and labor costs 
that are linked to the production cycle. Investment loans aim to finance long term assets or 
services, such as machinery, storage infrastructure, land, and others. Commercialization loans are 
meant to finance commercial expenses after harvesting the crop or to convert the long-term crop 
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sales agreements with input retailers and cooperatives to cash. Industrialization loans are used to 
finance any activities that aim to process the raw harvest crop. (MRC, n.d). 
Banks and cooperative banks are the intermediate financial institutions responsible for 
lending the money and identifying the purposes if the loans. Input suppliers, agrochemical 
companies, and grain trading companies only lend for operating loans as discussed above. Figure 
2.1 also illustrates that this thesis focuses on segmenting and dimensioning the yellow blocks, 
which represent operating loans. The blue blocks characterize other types of loan purposes and 
will be not completely covered by this thesis. 
2.4 FARMERS 
According to the last Brazilian Agriculture Census from IBGE - 2017, there were 5 
million farms in Brazil in 2017 and 870 million acres of production area. Only 9.3% of farms are 





Figure 2.9 Total production acreage by range of farm size (total acreage x range acres) in 
2017 
Source: IBGE, created by author. 
From the 870 million acres of production area, 225 million acres were used to produce 
seasonal crops (Figure 2.11), as figure 2.10 shows. 
Figure 2.10 Total Brazilian acreage by use of land in 2017 in millions of acres 
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From the 225 million planted acres of seasonal crop, 182.1 million acres were used to 
produce soybean, corn, cotton, rice, wheat, coffee, orange, and beans. Figure 2.11 illustrates the 
total production area, which will be the focus of this thesis. 
Figure 2.11 - Distribution of acres per crop (%) – Season 2018/2019  
 
Source: IBGE and CONAB, created by author. 
The farmers who produce in this area will be considered the borrowers of the Brazilian 
Operating Loan Market. They are the responsible for deciding with which type of intermediate 
financial institution they want to work. This decision can be based on loan availability, collateral 
requirements, interest rates, business relationship, and other factors. They could also decide to 
finance themselves, meaning they use their inhouse farm money to buy the inputs.  
The financial profile could also change according to the region, crops produced, and farm 
size. As discussed before, the middle-sizes are used to being squeezed in this process, looking for 
new finance alternatives compared to the traditional banks. This thesis will only cover the 
average amount lent by financial institution segmentation and will not detail the difference by 




















CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1 RURAL CREDIT 
There are many studies describing and analyzing the development of Rural Credit as a 
funding source in Brazil. This chapter will cover the historical size of Rural Credit by accessing 
its main source, the Brazilian Central Bank. Data from 1995 to 2012 were registered at Recor, 
Common Register of Rural Operations, and data from 2013 to 2018 were registered at Sicor, 
System for Rural Credit Operations. Figure 3.1 shows the historical amount of funds sources lent 
as Rural Credit for farmers from 1995 to 2018 by using adjust values to give a better 
understanding of its growth across the years. 
Figure 3.1 – Historical Rural Credit from 1995 to 2018 – Millions of reais1 
 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
1. Adjust values by IPCA, Nacional Consumer Price Indicator, monthly. 
According to Araujo (2013), economic agencies and policy markers were very active in 
creating rules, requirements, discount mechanisms, applying low interest rates, and demanding 
money to be lent for farmers in order to enhance credit for agriculture. In 1995, Rural Credit was 
approximately 30.5 billion reais. In 2018, this amount was 182 billion reais, showing an average 
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8% increase per year. However, when we compare the periods from 1995 to 2009 and 2009 to 
2018, we can see that the increments decreased yearly over the last 10 years, showing only an 
average increase of 4% per year.  
Figure 3.2 details the historical amount segmented by purpose. This figure only shows 
numbers from the 2013/2014 season to 2018/2019 season since this detailed data comes from the 
Sicor source and it only started in 2013. 
Figure 3.2 – Historical Rural Credit by Purpose – 2013 to 2019 – Million of Reais 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
The figure emphasizes that the amount of operating loans within Rural Credit funds has 
been decreasing in the last 6 years. It went from 112 million reais to 97 million reais, which is a 
4% average decrease pace per year. This implies that other players, such as banks with non-rural 
credit, input suppliers, agrochemicals and trading, could have been increasing their market share 
in those years. This thesis just covers operating cost for the 9 major crops in Brazil, so Figure 3.3 
shows the historical amount of operating loans segmented by each those crops. 
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Figure 3.3 - Historical Rural Credit for Operating Loan by Crop - 2013 to 2019 – Million 
of Reais 
 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
 
In contrast to the total Rural Credit funding, the operating loan only for the 9 crops 
covered has increased 24% in an average pace of 6% per year in the last 6 years.  
3.1 NON-RURAL CREDIT 
There are 2 different studies to review the Non-Rural Credit literature. The first one is an 
annually recurrent study organized by the IMEA from Mato Grosso (Agriculture Economics 
Institution). They determine the segmentation of operating loans for soybean in the Mato Grosso 
state since 2008. They called the study “Composição do funding do custeio da soja para safra 




The IMEA study uses the same methodology as this thesis, and its goal is to measure 
what percentage of soybean operating costs is financed by each intermediate institution in Mato 
Grosso. They make a survey with the intermediate financial institutions, asking the amount of 
money that each one finances for the soybean farmers as an operating loan. After collecting the 
data, they create statistics for the entire state to determine the entire financed market by those 
institutions. Then, they calculate the total operating cost for soybean for Mato Grosso by 
multiplying the cost per hectare times the number of hectares planted. Therefore, they subtract 
the total cost by the financed value by the players that was previously found in order to find the 
percentage that the farmer use of in-house cash to finance his operating costs. Figure 3.3 
illustrates the results for 2017/2018 and 2018/2019 seasons. 
Figure 3.4 - Funding Structure for Soybean Operating Loan for Season 2018/2017 and 
2018/2019 
Source: IMEA, 2019 
This follow legend will associate the words in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 that are in Portuguese 
for the words in English used in this thesis. 1. Multinacionais are the Agrochemical Companies; 
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2. Revendas are the Input Suppliers; 3. Sistema Financeiro are the Non-rural Credit funding from 
Banks; 3. Bancos com recursos federais are Rural Credit funding from Banks; 4. Recursos 
próprios are the in-house farm cash.  
For the 2018/2019 season, Agrochemical Companies represented 30% of soybean 
financed costs, input suppliers represented 19%, banks represented 18% of non-rural credit 
funds, and 13% of rural credit funds. Farmers used 20% of in-house cash to finance the operating 
costs for soybeans. This study enhances the development of a unique financial chain in Brazil, 
showing that banks are not the most important player in terms of financing operating costs. 
Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of this segmentation from 2008 to 2019. 
Figure 3.5 - Evolution of Funding Structure for Soybean Operating Loan for Season 
2018/2019 
Source: IMEA, 2019 
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The second study by Prince (2012) determined the size of operating loans for soybean 
and corn by intermediate financial institutions from the Southern and Center-West Brazilian 
regions. One of the goals of this study was to compare the percentage financed by each financial 
institution in these two regions. Prince (2012) made surveys and discussion panels with trading 
companies, farmers, inputs suppliers, and banks. He combined the results to estimate the size for 
each institution. To estimate the total operating cost for the two states, he multiplied the cost per 
hectare times the number of hectares planted of soybean and corn.  
The following legend will associate words in Figure 3.6 that are in Portuguese for words 
in English used in this thesis. Bancos are Rural Credit funding from Banks; Coops. de Crédito 
are the cooperative banks that use Rural Credit as source funding;  Fornecedores de Insumos are 
the Input Suppliers and Agrochemical Companies; tradings, agroindustria, and exportadores are 
the trading companies; Capital Próprio are the in-house farm cash; finally, Centro-Oeste is 
Center-West region and Sul is South region. 
There are some differences between Prince (2012) study and this thesis. He stated that 
banks only used Rural Credit as funding sources; he combined input supplier and agrochemical 
companies as a unique institution. Figure 3.6 shows his results. 
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Figure 3.6 – Operating Loan Market Segmentation for soybean from Brazilian South 
and Center-West regions - Season 2009/2010 
Source: Prince (2012) 
Banks and cooperative banks represented 44.5% and 23.8% for soybean farmers in the 
South and Center-West regions, respectively.  Input suppliers and trading companies represented 
27.2% 47.3% in the South and Center-West regions, respectively. According to Prince (2012), 
the difference between these two regions is due to the size for the farms and their leverage ratio. 
In the South, the farms are smaller, meaning that the controlled fund sources represent a larger 
amount in the total financed amount. On the other hand, farmers in the Center-West have higher 
leverage ratios, meaning they have a higher total debt. This makes their percent of non-
traditional intermediate financial institutions as trading companies and input suppliers higher 




CHAPTER 4: RESULTS  
4.1 SIZE OF OPERATING COSTS 
This thesis will reverse the traditional flow by showing the results first and then 
explaining the methodology in the next chapter. This chapter is going to show the major results 
that reveal the size of operating cost funding for nine crops: soybean, corn, coffee, sugar cane, 
cotton, rice, wheat, orange, and bean. We will then show the amount source size lent segmented 
by banks and cooperative banks, input suppliers and cooperatives, agrochemicals companies, and 
trading companies. 
In the 1990s, the Brazilian Financial Agriculture Market started to develop its unique 
chain where non-banks institutions lent money directly to the farmers due to fast-paced 
development and growth of agriculture in Brazil. In this period, the banks that were working as 
the intermediate financial institutions for agriculture did not follow the same growth patterns as 
the businesses, forcing farmers to find other financial alternatives. 
One of the reasons why this happened is that the SNRC establishment and the 
banks/cooperatives banks were increasing the amount of funding sources for agriculture based on 
controlled types of funding that were stimulated by the government in order to promote and 
protect the sector. Those funding had lower interest rates and more affordable collateral 
requirements. However, the SNRC rules (Rural Credit funds) limited the amount of operating 
loans by farm, and this settled limit only fulfilled the needs of the smaller farms.  
Secondly, banks who were also providing non-government-controlled funding or non-
rural credit could provide a larger amount per farm; however, they had higher interest rates and 
acted more bureaucratically when risk-assessing farmers. As a result, those banks targeted only 
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large-size farmers, lending greater amounts of money since their higher spread would cover their 
higher costs.  
Therefore, the mid-size farmers, which are not properly risk assessed by the banks that 
use non-government controlled funds and/or non-rural credit funds and don't have enough 
government funding to control low cost funds, started using input suppliers/cooperatives, 
multinational agrochemical companies, and trading companies as intermediate financial 
institutions. 
Figure 4.1 Total Operating cost per crop in Brazil - Season 2018/2019 
 
Source: IBGE an CONAB, created by the author. 
  *Exchange rate: 0.25 BRL per 1 dollar.  
 
Figure 4.1 shows total operating costs for the total planted area by those studied crops in 
Brazil. When summing all operating costs, the size of this market was 169.09 billion reais ($42.2 








Total Operating Costs 
per Crop (Millions BRL)
Total Operating Costs 
per Crop (Millions 
USD)
% of each crops 
operating costs of 
total
TOTAL 72,662                        100% 169,090                           42,272                           100%
Soybean 59,567                             14,892                           
Corn 34,663                             8,666                             
Coffee 18,670                             4,667                             
35,874                        1,660                     
17,495                        1,981                     




12%Sugar Cane 23,463                             5,866                             
Cotton 10,058                             2,515                             
Rice 6,198                               1,550                             
8,589                          2,732                     
1,618                          6,216                     
1,697                          3,653                     
2%
2%
3%Wheat 3,821                               955                                
Orange 5,120                               1,280                             
Bean 7,530                               1,883                             
2,046                          1,867                     
606                             8,452                     














operating cost, representing 49% and 35% of the totals, respectively. The second crop was corn, 
with 24% and 20%, respectively. Coffee only represented 2% of total planted area but 11% of 
total operating costs, due to its high cost per hectare. Sugar cane represented 12% of total area 
and 14% of total operating costs. The other five crops together represent 12.5% of total planted 
area and 19% of total operating costs. In other words, soybean, corn, coffee and sugar cane share 
80% of the total operating costs. Figure 4.2 shows the hectares growth for the past 10 years.  
Figure 4.2 – Brazilian Planted Area – Seasons 2009/2010 to 2018/2019 – Thousands of 
hectares 
 
 Source: IBGE, created by the author. 
Brazilian planted area for those nine crops increased 30% in the last 10 years, growing 
from 56 to 72.6 million hectares, with an average growth pace of 3% per season. The main crop 
driving the increment is soybean, which increased 53%, from 23 to 35 million hectares. Corn 
followed with an increase of 35%, from 12.9 to 17.5 million hectares. 
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4.2 LOANS BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 
Figure 4.3 shows how the market was financed by each intermediate institution in the 
2018/2019 season, ranging from July 2018 to June 2019. 
Figure 4.3 Brazilian Financial Market Segmentation of Operating Loans by 
Intermediation Institution – 2018/2019 Season 
Source: created by the author. 
*Exchange rate: 0.25 BRL per 1 dollar.  
Banks and cooperatives banks that served as intermediate financial institutions 
represented 45.2% of total market, where 33% came from Rural credit funding and 12.2% came 
from Non-rural credit funding. Input suppliers and cooperatives represented 17.1% of the 
market, followed by agrochemical companies at 13.7%, and trading companies 10%. All 
intermediate financial institutions represented 86% of the total operating loan market, meaning 








Subtotal 145,573            36,393             86.1%
Total 169,090            42,272             100.0%
Total 169,090            42,272             100%
Banks - Rural Credit 55,828              13,957             33.02%
Banks -  Non Rural 
Credit
20,620              12.19%
Farmers own money                23,517 5,879               13.91%
5,155               
Input 
Suppliers/Cooperatives
29,029              7,257               17.17%
Agrochemicals 23,180              5,795               13.71%
Tradings Companies
16,915              4,229               10.00%
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Figure 4.4 – Brazilian Operating Loans for Farmer Segmentation – Season 2018/2019 
Source: Created by the author. 
Figure 4.4 resumes the results and demonstrates that farmers in Brazil have found 
alternatives to finance their operating costs, reducing the role of traditional institutions as banks 
and cooperative banks to less than 50% of total market financial market for operating loans. 
Input suppliers, cooperatives, and agrochemicals summed together resulted in 30%, showing 
they were the most important players by providing alternative financial loans and selling the 
input in a long term, which allowed for the middle-size farmers business to survive. Trading 
companies finance only grains and cotton, meaning that the percentage financed by them is 
expected to be the smaller than the other institutions. Farmers on average used their own cash to 
finance 13.6% of their total operating cost. 
Banks and cooperative banks lend money to the farmer in the very beginning of the 
season to finance the input costs. According to its internal policies, they can access any type of 
the nine crops. The ones that use Rural Credit, controlled funds as source, must follow the 
interest rate, collateral, and other requirements. The other ones that are using Rural Credit as 
non-controlled funds and Non-Rural Credit funding can set their own rules by only following the 
general guidelines for banks. They could risk-assess the famers in different levels, whether that 
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based on collateral based to cash flow and financial ratios. The data collected for the thesis could 
show that banks are used to having very organized data about the credit, but they lack data about 
the farmer, the farm, and the financed crops. The interest rate will vary according to the client 
risk and the fund source, and for operating loans, the most common collateral is land and pledge 
combined.  
Input suppliers and cooperatives lend money by selling their products in a long-term, and 
they work with the nine crops covered in this study. They also risk assess the farmers in different 
levels that goes from collateral based to cash flow and financial ratios, but they differ from banks 
since their core business is not the financial one. These institutions are used to having rich and 
detailed data about the farm, historical areas, and planted crops, since they have many stores 
across the countryside region in order to assess their customers closely.  However, they lack 
information about the loans, interest rate applied, and credit analysis. The common practice is 
just to increase the price on a yearly based standard interest rate, independently of the farm risk. 
They also do not have enough in-house money to sell the product in a long-term, so they are used 
to borrowing money from banks or private funds. This financial intermediation could increase 
the money price, implying that input suppliers and cooperative tend to have higher interest rates 
than banks. Cooperatives could differ from input supplier in fund source since they could also 
have access to Credit Rural funds for cooperatives, and these funds are used to have lower 
interest rate. The most common collateral is pledge, but some of them could also get land, 
machinery, and/or other assets. 
Agrochemicals are very similar to input suppliers. They differ by two main points: the 
size of their customers and level of in-house money. As discussed in chapter 2, agrochemicals 
are large companies that focus on selling their product directly only to larger farmers and sell the 
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other part of this production to input suppliers and cooperatives to re-sell it. This happens due to 
their lack of number of stores across the country and their large structure that brings a larger cost 
of transaction, enabling only greater sales. These institutions also have access to a larger finance 
funds and they could have a better structure of in-house money. This could allow them to have a 
lower interest rate than the input suppliers. The most common collaterals are pledge and land, 
not necessarily combined. 
Trading companies lend money by buying the grains and cotton and paying them in 
advanced. They also risk assess the farmers in different levels that goes from collateral based to 
cash flow and financial ratios based. Since the silos are across the countryside, they have a good 
level of data about the farm and farmers. They are large companies, so their financial behavior is 
similar the agrochemical companies, where they assess larger farmers and have more availability 
of other types of funds and/or in-house money. The most common collaterals are pledge, the 
grains, and cotton themselves.  
These results show an average percentage segmentation for the entire market, suggesting 
that analyzing each crop market segmentation separated would result in different percentage of 
share. Analyses by region, where the size and profile of the farms differs, would also improve 
the accuracy this study. Larger grains and cotton farmers would have better access to non-
government banks, which would lead them to have last percentage of farm debt coming from 
input suppliers and agrochemicals. They could also have better financial structure, permitting 
them to use a larger amount of equity to finance the crops, as we can see in IMEA study. Smaller 
farmers could fill their needs by borrowing only Rural Credit funds from government banks and 
decreasing their percentage of farm debt coming from input suppliers, agrochemicals, and 
trading companies. However, they are used to belonging to cooperatives, which would make 
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their debt with cooperatives greater than the Brazilian average. Sugar cane and orange producers 
would not have access to trading, which could lead them to increase their percentage of farm 
debt with agrochemicals, cooperatives, and input suppliers.  
The second discussion point is that only one year of data was available, limiting the 
analysis of this financial market behavior across the years. The percentage of debt for each 
financial institution could be developed across past years depending on the sources available and 





CHAPTER 5: DATA COLLECTION AND RESEARCH METHODS 
The data used in this thesis was collected in a different methodology for each player. This 
chapter describes each one and explains the metrics used to calculate the results. 
5.1. PLANTED ACREAGE AND OPERATING COST PER CROP 
 To determine the total operating cost per crop in Brazil for the 2018/2019 season, the 
planted areas per crop and per Brazilian state were collected at the Geography and Statistics 
Brazilian Institutions (IBGE). The operating cost per crop per acre were collected at the Nacional 
Supply Company (CONAB). The methodology used was to multiply the state total planted 
acreage times the cost per acre for each crop. If CONAB did not have the operating cost for one 





Figure 5.1 – Soybean operating costs per state – Season 2018/2019 
Sources: IBGE and CONAB, created by the author. 
The same calculation and methodology were used for all crops, and the final result 
summed all states and found the total operating cost per crop for total planted in Brazil. Figure 
5.2 is the summary for all crops used by the thesis to calculate the total size of financial market 








Total Operating  Costs 
(thousand BRL)




Total Operating  Costs 
(thousand USD)
North 1,988                   1,889                 3,755,920                        4,911                  191                     938,980                         
RR 40                        1,724                 68,975                             99                       175                     17,244                           
RO 334                      1,724                 575,426                           824                     175                     143,856                         
AC 2                          1,724                 2,587                               4                         175                     647                                
AM 2                          1,724                 3,794                               5                         175                     948                                
AP 21                        1,928                 40,286                             52                       195                     10,072                           
PA 561                      1,928                 1,082,143                        1,387                  195                     270,536                         
TO 1,029                   1,928                 1,982,709                        2,541                  195                     495,677                         
Northeast 3,332                   1,486                 4,952,907                        8,231                  150                     1,238,227                      
MA 992                      1,496                 1,484,769                        2,451                  151                     371,192                         
PI 758                      1,496                 1,134,224                        1,873                  151                     283,556                         
CE -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
RN -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
PB -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
PE -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
AL 2                          1,475                 2,508                               4                         149                     627                                
SE -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
BA 1,580                   1,475                 2,331,406                        3,903                  149                     582,851                         
Center-West 16,103                 1,771                 28,514,714                      39,774                179                     7,128,679                      
MT 9,700                   1,822                 17,669,983                      23,958                184                     4,417,496                      
MS 2,854                   1,662                 4,741,708                        7,049                  168                     1,185,427                      
GO 3,476                   1,707                 5,932,546                        8,587                  173                     1,483,137                      
DF 73                        2,329                 170,477                           181                     236                     42,619                           
Southeast 2,571                   1,793                 4,610,368                        6,351                  181                     1,152,592                      
MG 1,575                   1,793                 2,824,032                        3,890                  181                     706,008                         
ES -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
RJ -                       -                     -                                   -                      -                      -                                 
SP 996                      1,793                 1,786,336                        2,461                  181                     446,584                         
South 11,880                 1,493                 17,732,642                      29,343                151                     4,433,160                      
PR 5,438                   1,703                 9,260,697                        13,431                172                     2,315,174                      
SC 665                      1,703                 1,131,891                        1,642                  172                     282,973                         
RS 5,778                   1,270                 7,340,054                        14,270                129                     1,835,013                      
-                      




Figure 5.2 Total Planted Area and Total Operating Cost per crop – Season 2018/2019 
Sources: IBGE and CONAB, created by the author. 
5.2 FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION INSTITUTIONS 
To find the financial lent amount for each segment of financial institutions in the 
2018/2019 season, data were collected from different sources and results were calculated with 
different methodologies due to the difference among their financial models. The 4.2 section 
describes each one. 
5.2.1 Banks and Cooperative Banks 
Banks and Cooperative banks can have 2 different sources of funding, Rural Credit and 
Non-Rural Credit.  
All loans that use Rural Credit as fund source must be registered at the Brazilian Central 
Bank and the System for Rural Credit Operations (SICOR). The detailed Rural Credit data from 
July 2018 to June 2019 was collected from the SICOR website and filtered to determine the 
amount for operating loans. Figure 5.3 describes the amount lent by each intermediary bank 
category versus the type of fund source used for that. 
2018-2019




Total Operating  Costs 
(thousand BRL)




Total Operating  Costs 
(thousand USD)
Soybean 35,874                 1,660                 59,566,551                      88,609                168                     14,891,638                    
Corn 17,495                 1,981                 34,662,559                      43,214                201                     8,665,640                      
Coffee 1,803                   10,355               18,669,504                      4,453                  1,048                  4,667,376                      
Sugar Cane 8,589                   2,732                 23,463,087                      21,216                276                     5,865,772                      
Cotton 1,618                   6,216                 10,058,435                      3,997                  629                     2,514,609                      
Rice 1,697                   3,653                 6,198,460                        4,192                  370                     1,549,615                      
Wheat 2,046                   1,867                 3,820,988                        5,054                  189                     955,247                         
Orange 606                      8,452                 5,119,897                        1,496                  855                     1,279,974                      
Bean 2,933                   2,567                 7,530,114                        7,245                  260                     1,882,529                      
Total - Brazil 72,662                 169,089,596                    179,475              42,272,399                    
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Figure 5.3 Types of fund sources by Bank Categories by - Rural Credit - Season 
2018/2019 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
*Exchange rate: 0.25 BRL per 1 dollar.  
The figure 5.4 describes the amount lent as Rural Credit by the type of loan purpose. 
Operating loans were 97.8 million reais during the 2018/2019 season and it represents 56.6% of 
total Rural Credit.  
Table 5.4 – Loan purpose - Rural Credit - Season 2018/2019 
 
 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
*Exchange rate: 0.25 BRL per 1 dollar.  
Figure 5.5 describes that 55.8 million reais out of 97.8 million reais, total operating loan, 
were used to finance operating costs of the 9 crops covered by this thesis. This represents 57% of 
total Rural Credit Operating Loan for the 2018/2019 season. The remaining 41.9 million reais, 
Loan Purpose Million BRL Million USD %
Operating 97,825              24,456               56.6%
Investments 42,353              10,588               24.5%
Commercialization 25,746              6,436                 14.9%
Processing 6,898                1,724                 4.0%
Total 172,821            43,205               100%







Development Bank - 
Government
Credit Society, Fin. 
and Investiment
Total
Controlled 67,255                           28,607                      21,221                   1,952                      55                           119,090            
Controlled Rural Savings 33,062.39                      951.31                      13,011.01              -                          -                          47,025              
Compulsory Resourses 15,829.94                      13,837.90                 5,932.36                6.17                        -                          35,606              
Constitucional Funds 17,223                           -                           -                        -                          -                          17,223              
- FCO 6,372.65                        -                           -                        -                          -                          6,373                
- FNE 7,553.57                        -                           -                        -                          -                          7,554                
- FNO 3,296.98                        -                           -                        -                          -                          3,297                
BNDES/FINAME Funds 962.09                           11,370.00                 1,556.70                1,688.69                  55.29                      15,633              
Funcafe 101.72                           2,447.51                   718.01                   257.00                    -                          3,524                
National Treasury 20.75                             -                           3.21                      -                          -                          24                    
Others Controlled 55.09                             -                           -                        -                          -                          55                    
Non Controlled 26,879                           17,848                      8,830                    167                         -                          53,724              
LCA Free Interest 8,668.88                        10,442.23                 1,278.73                86.38                      -                          20,476              
LCA Facilitated Interest 7,892.71                        3,681.02                   174.06                   12.90                      -                          11,761              
Unrestricted Funds 5,864.94                        2,053.14                   4,991.85                66.77                      -                          12,977              
Non Controlled Rural Savings 3,649.52                        0.06                          2,385.62                -                          -                          6,035                
Others Non Controlled 802.76                           1,671.74                   -                        0.99                        -                          2,475                
Total 94,134                           46,455                      30,052                   2,119                      55                           172,815            
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which represent 47% of total Rural Credit Operating Loan for the 2018/2019 season, 30% were 
used to finance livestock, 7.18% to finance agriculture cooperative, and the last 5.1% financed 
other agricultures crops that will be not cover in this paper. 
 Figure 5.5 – Operating Loans by Crop - Rural Credit - Season 2018/2019 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
*Exchange rate: 0.25 BRL per 1 dollar 
The data about the amount of loans provided by banks and cooperative banks that used 
the type of funding Non – Rural credit, is not available to the public. In addition, this thesis also 
considers that government banks only use Rural Credit funding sources.  
Therefore, a survey (Figure 5.6) was sent for some non-government banks. The survey 
described the amount lent as Rural Credit previously collected and asked the banks to fill the 
Non-Rural Credit amount and their respective financed area for each crop. Figure 4.6 is an 
example of the survey. However, it contains fake numbers, since the names of the non-
government banks that answered the survey aren’t exposed.  
  
Operating Loan - by crop Million BRL Million USD %
Soybean 30,244                          7,560.92                  30.92%
Corn 9,973                            2,493.32                  10.19%
Coffee 5,347                            1,336.70                  5.47%
Sugar Cane 3,227                            806.77                     3.30%
Cotton 1,962                            490.42                     2.01%
Rice 1,960                            490.10                     2.00%
Wheat 1,767                            441.77                     1.81%
Orange 814                               203.45                     0.83%
Bean 535                               133.65                     0.55%
Operating loans - 9 crops 55,828                          13,957                     57%
Others agriculture crops 4,988                            1,246.90                  5.10%
Cooper Inputs 7,020                            1,755.09                  7.18%
Livestock 29,989                          7,497.34                  30.66%
Operating loans not covered 41,997                          10,499                     43%
Total operating loans 97,826                          24,456                     100%
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Figure 5.6 – Survey to collect – Non-Rural Credit Operating Loans 
 
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, created by the author 
Data were collected from 3 large-size non-government banks in Brazil and their average 
relation of rural and non-rural credit source of funding was 48% for rural credit sources versus 
54% for non-rural credit sources. This relation was used to calculate the amount of non-rural 
credit sources for the others non-government banks. It resulted that the financial institutions 
banks and cooperative banks lent 20.6 million reais that used Non – Rural Credit sources and 
55.8 million reais that used Rural Credit sources. Furthermore, to determine that 45% 
represented banks and cooperative banks of the entire operating costs market, the two types of 
loans were summed, resulting in 76.4 million reais. This number was divided by the total market 
size, 169.2 million reais. Figure 4.7 illustrates those results.  
  
 Rural Credit Funding sources - BRL Operating cost Investments Commercialization Processing Total
Bank Name 2,100,000                1,050,000                210,000                   21,000                     3,381,000                
BNDES/FINAME Funds 100,000                   50,000                     10,000                     1,000                       161,000                   
Compulsory Resourses 200,000                   100,000                   20,000                     2,000                       322,000                   
Funcafe 300,000                   150,000                   30,000                     3,000                       483,000                   
LCA Facilitated Interest 400,000                   200,000                   40,000                     4,000                       644,000                   
LCA Free Interest 500,000                   250,000                   50,000                     5,000                       805,000                   
Unrestricted Funds 600,000                   300,000                   60,000                     6,000                       966,000                   
 Rural Credit Funding sources - BRL Agriculture Livestock Operating cost
Bank Name 1,680,000                420,000                   2,100,000           
BNDES/FINAME Funds -                          -                          -                     
Compulsory Resourses 168,000                   42,000                     210,000              
Funcafe 504,000                   126,000                   630,000              
LCA Facilitated Interest 84,000                     21,000                     105,000              
LCA Free Interest 638,400                   159,600                   798,000              
Unrestricted Funds 285,600                   71,400                     357,000              
 Crop - BRL Plano Safra Funds Plano Safra Area (hec) Other Funds Other Funds Area (hec) Total BRL Total hectares
Bank Name 1,352,400                500,000                   -                          -                          1,352,400                400,000                   
Soybean 504,000                   150,000                   -                          -                          504,000                   150,000                   
Corn 252,000                   75,000                     -                          -                          252,000                   75,000                     
Coffee 84,000                     25,000                     -                          -                          84,000                     25,000                     
Sugar Cane 67,200                     20,000                     -                          -                          67,200                     20,000                     
Cotton 117,600                   35,000                     -                          -                          117,600                   35,000                     
Rice 50,400                     15,000                     -                          -                          50,400                     15,000                     
Wheat 100,800                   30,000                     -                          -                          100,800                   30,000                     
Orange 84,400                     25,000                     -                          -                          84,400                     25,000                     
Bean 58,400                     15,000                     -                          -                          58,400                     15,000                     
Others crops 33,600                     10,000                     -                          -                          33,600                     10,000                     
Coopers 75,600                     
Reforestation/Rubber tree 252,000                   
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Figure 5.7 – Segmentation for Bank and Cooperative Banks – Season 2018/2019 
Source: SICOR and private data, created by the author 
5.2.2 Input Suppliers and Cooperatives 
Traive Finance, a fintech for agriculture, provided detailed data from 3 different retailers 
input suppliers. The data included the amount, money value, inputs sold in the long-term 
payment model, the farms size, and the related crops of the farmers who bought those inputs. 
Figure 5.8 illustrates an example of the final consolidation data for an input supplier retailer; 
however, it uses fake numbers since their names will be not exposed. 
Figure 5.8 – Data Consolidation for Input Supplier – Season 2018/2019 
Source: Created by the author. 
To collect agriculture cooperative data, a survey was sent to someone of them, and 2 
large-size agriculture cooperatives answered. Similar to input suppliers, cooperatives provided 
data related the amount, money value, inputs sold in the long-term payment model, the farms 
size, and the related crops of the farmers who bought those inputs. Figure 5.9 illustrates a survey 
example. 
Season 2018/2019
Banks - Rural 
Credit




Lending amout (Millions BRL) 55,828                              20,620 76,449                              
Total Operating Cost (Millions BRL) 169,281                            
Lending amout (Millions USD) 20,620                                5,155 25,775                              
Total Operating Cost (Millions USD) 42,320                              
% of maket size for 
Banks/Cooperative Banks
33% 12% 45%
Input Supplier Retailer example Soybean Corn Sugar-cane
Planted area (hec) 93,734             76,814             54,606             
Total Long-term purchase value (BRL) 63,102,919      
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Figure 5.9 – Agriculture Cooperative Survey – Season 2018/2019 
Source: Created by the author. 
The metric used to calculate the percentage of operating cost financed by input suppliers 
and cooperatives was the same for both. The total area per crop was multiplied by the operating 
cost per hectare related to each one in order to find the total operating cost for those farmers. 
Then, long-term purchase values were summed, and the result was divided by the total operating 
cost amount found previously. This resulted in the percentage that each input supplier and 
cooperative financed of the operating costs. However, the data is not well detailed about how 
much of each input was used for each crop, so it was not possible to find a result of percentage 
financed for each crop. Figure 5.10 illustrates this methodology, however using fake numbers, 
since their names will be not exposed. 
  














Figure 5.10 Detailed Data from Input Suppliers 
Source: Created by the author 
Therefore, the average results among them, resulted that input suppliers and cooperative 
financed 17.5% of the total operating loan market in the 2018/2019 season.  
Figure 5.11 - Segmentation for Input Suppliers and Cooperatives – Season 2018/2019 
 
Source: Created by the author. 
5.2.3 Agrochemical Companies 
Agrochemical companies’ data were collected by checking their annually financial report 
and data from 2 large-size multinational companies were used. The total revenue value, in 
money, related only to input sales and the value of receivable accounts from the 2018 balance 
sheet. They were collected by checking the balance sheet and income statement reports. The 
receivable accounts value was divided by total revenue, resulting in a percentage ratio of long-








Total 169,090                      42,272                       100%
Input Suppliers/ Cooperatives 29,029                        7,257                         17.17%
Input Supplier Retailer example Soybean Corn Sugar-cane Total
Planted area (hec) 93,734             76,814             54,606             
Operating cost (BRL/hec) 1,660               1,981               2,732               
Total operating cost for these farmers (BRL) 155,638,559    152,186,650    149,163,543    456,988,753    
Total Long-term purchase value (BRL) 63,102,919      
Operating cost financed (%) 13.8%
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that Agrochemical Companies. It financed 13.1% of the total operating loan market in the 
2018/2019season. 
Figure 5.12 - Segmentation for Agrochemical Companies – Season 2018/2019 
Source: Created by the author. 
5.2.4 Trading Companies 
Traive Finance, a fintech for agriculture, provided detailed data from one trading grain 
company. The data included the amount, money value, purchase grains and cotton in a pre- 
payment sales model, the farms size, and the related crops of the farmers who sold those crops.  
In order to find the total operating cost for those farmers, the metric used to calculate the 
percentage of operating cost financed by trading companies was the total area per crop multiplied 
by the operating cost per hectare related to each one. Then, pre-payment sales values were 
summed, and the result was divided by the total operating cost amount found previously. This 
resulted in the percentage that trading companies financed of the operating costs.  Figure 5.13 
illustrates this methodology; however, it uses fake numbers, since the name and data from the 









Total 169,090                      42,272                       100%
Agrochemicals 23,180                        5,795                         13.7%
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Figure 5.13 - Detailed Data from Trading Companies 
Source: Created by the author. 
Figure 5.14 shows that trading companies financed 9.99% of the total operating loan 
market in the 2018/2019 season. 
Figure 5.14 - Segmentation for Trading Companies – Season 2018/2019 
Source: Created by the author. 
5.3 FINAL STATISTICS 
The total amount financed by financial intermediation institutions were 146.3 billion reais 
($36.578 billion USD), representing 86% of the Brazilian Operating Loans Financial Market. To 
determine the amount finance by inhouse farm money, we subtracted the total size of the 
operating cost market, 169.2 billion reais ($42.3 billion USD) from the total financed by the 
Trading Company example Soybean Corn Cotton
Planted area (hec) 2,600,000                            500,000                             300,000                  
Total pre-paymente sales 
value (BRL)
1,250,000,000                     
Trading Company example Soybean Corn Cotton Total
Planted area (hec) 2,600,000                            500,000                             40,000                    
Operating cost (BRL/hec) 1,660                                   1,981                                 6,216                      
Total operating cost for 
these farmers (BRL)
4,317,126,649                     990,619,213                      248,632,674           5,556,378,536       
Total pre-paymente sales 
value (BRL)
1,250,000,000       








Total 169,090                      42,272                       100%
Tradings Companies 16,915                        4,229                         10.00%
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institutions. Figure 5.15 shows farmers on average used 13.57% of their own money to buy 
inputs in the 2018/2019 season, and it represents 23 billion reais ($5.7 billon USD). 
 Figure 5.15 - Segmentation for Inhouse farm money – Season 2018/2019 









Subtotal 145,573            36,393             86.1%
Total 169,090            42,272             100.0%
Total 169,090            42,272             100%
Banks - Rural Credit 55,828              13,957             33.02%
Banks -  Non Rural 
Credit
20,620              12.19%
Farmers own money                23,517 5,879               13.91%
5,155               
Input 
Suppliers/Cooperatives
29,029              7,257               17.17%
Agrochemicals 23,180              5,795               13.71%
Tradings Companies
16,915              4,229               10.00%
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CHAPTER 6: FINAL REMARKS AND DISCUSSION 
 Results from this thesis indicate the Brazilian agriculture has found alternative 
institutions to finance their inputs. Input suppliers, agrochemical companies and trading 
companies took it as an opportunity to increase their sales or even make them possible by 
financing the customers that were not properly financed by banks. 
 Banks and cooperative banks lost market share in the last years, financing less than 50% 
of operating loans for the nine major crops in the 2018/2019 season. Input suppliers have become 
relevant players, financing 17.17%, showing higher market share than their direct competitor, the 
larger agrochemical companies. Trading companies have a share of 10%, the smaller one as 
expected, since they most work with grain and cotton. 
 Farmers on average financed only 13.9% of equity to finance the operating costs. These 
results can imply farmers are highly finance by third part institutions, which makes their business 
dependent of this financial chain. Therefore, determining the segmentation and the size of this 
market becomes important to the policies markers and government to understand the dynamic 
and each player relevance in this chain, and prepare actions to protect and mitigate the related 
risks. For the players, having knowledge about those results can help them to comprehend their 
importance and build better strategies and services for the farmers. For future studies, the 
methodology and metrics to estimate the outcomes can stimulate future dimensions and 
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